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Design Office:
Area: 18,160 sf open-office space, 258 workstations and ceilings at 8'-6", 10'-0" and 11'-6"
Luminaires: L302-36H3-5-XXXX-TX-X-VJ-35
Mounting: Stanchion base with 1/4-turn fasteners on Vitra “Joyn” workstation tech beams
Illuminance: 30fc-40fc on work surfaces, 12fc ambient, 30fc-5z0fc on ceilings
Power density: 0.63 W/sf connected load in open plan workspaces
Controls: Digitally addressable electronic dimming ballasts; daylight and occupancy
response via Lutron Quantum system

tambient Style L302
Gensler is a global architecture,
design, planning and consulting
firm with over 3,000 professionals
in 41 locations. In late 2011, the
firm transformed a vacant threestory building in downtown Los
Angeles into an environmentally
sensitive collaborative space that
now reflects and inspires the firm’s
innovative work. Gensler’s vision
was accomplished by inserting a
mezzanine level within the existing
two-story ground floor space,
removing a center portion of the
existing upper floor, and constructing
a 30 by 50-foot skylight at the
roof. The resulting 45,000 sf space
features 26-foot high windows and a
central atrium that “connects” more
than 300 designers working in open
plan spaces on all three levels.
Daylighting, displacement ventilation,
radiant cooling systems (chilled sails)
and tambient lighting combine with
other environmentally conscious
elements to create a sustainable
showcase worthy of its LEED
Platinum designation.

The sustainability and collaborative aspects of the project
are supported by the use of benching workstations and
tambient Style L302 luminaires that deliver both task and
ambient lighting while largely eliminating the need for
personal task lights and overhead lighting. This approach
accents the unique expanded metal ceilings and chilled sails
that not only cool the space but also act as reflectors to
softly disperse the uplight. Each tambient luminaire employs
just two 39-watt T5HO lamps and serves two occupants
simultaneously at most locations.

Slender stanchions position the top of the luminaires at 63" A.F.F.
where patented louvers direct light toward the ceilings. Precise
optical control maximizes efficiency and allows for glare free
downward views into the open offices from the atrium stairs and
upper level workspaces.
To facilitate installation and
portability, the luminaires
and other productivity
support items all integrate
seamlessly with the
“technical beam” at the
center of the bench using
the same 1/4-turn fastener.
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